
 
 

Summary 

“The trip of a lifetime.” That phrase is used frequently by most when they talk about their travels and 

holidays, and I don’t think people really comprehend the extent of what that phrase means unless you 

complete a trip that’s really really special. Some will say that going to New York, Barbados etc is the 

trip of a lifetime? –? I was in NYC before and I was in Barbados and remember thinking at the time 

that this is special, a unique event, a veritable trip of a lifetime – but now retrospectively in the 

aftermath of Kilimanjaro, I think I may have used the phrase out of context , yes they were decent 

trips, but trips of a lifetime??? I really don’t think so (now)! 

 

Kilimanjaro with Earths Edge really was the trip of a lifetime. This statement is an unequivocal fact. 

It will be hard to beat. The experiences, the memories, the smells, the pains and aches, the friends 

made, the sights seen, and the success of summiting will stay with me forever.  

To be able to raise money for the Irish Cancer Society has also been an incredible experience, I knew 

that to collect a decent sum, then I would need to push the boat out and challenge myself (as did Eoin) 

and I now know that we selected correctly in pursuing the Killi challenge in association with the ICS. 

To date we have in excess of 9 grand lodged with the ICS and the odd few quid is still trickling in. 

Cancer stats in Ireland are quite frankly frightening, and I hope that the few quid that myself and Eoin 

raised will go towards helping to create a future without cancer, a brighter future for all.  

Climbing Kilimanjaro was the most fantastic and humbling experience, I met some fantastic people in 

our group which made the trek easier. I would like to say they are thoroughly professional human 

beings and that made all the difference to the overall experience. The porters (while I heard stories 

that they were great before I departed for Africa) were amazing human beings and I am left with a 

sense of awe and amazement for what they did for us on this trek and that each and every one of 

them willed us on to succeed at every opportunity.  

 For my expedition colleagues - I would have to say that I would drive 200 miles or take a plane journey 

at the drop of a hat just to spend 5 mins drinking a coffee to catch up with each and any one of them, 

such was their impact on my adventure in Africa. So, a sincere and heartfelt thanks to 

Josie/James/Eoin/Clodagh/Archie/Padraic/Martin/Alan/Jimmy/Aoife/Eimear/Donna/Ro/Steve/John 

Mac/Davey and Sarah for making this trip unique. 

 Earths edge as the tour group were 5 ***** in my opinion as were our group leader and doctor, Josie 

Mcgee and James Ralph – 2 absolute legends.  

I have optimistic notions to tick off another couple of the major mountains asap, 

(http://www.7summits.com/ ) maybe starting with Elbrus mid next year as its firmly in my cross hairs 

(and would like to collect money for charity by doing so).  

One thing I can say with absolute certainty is that I will never forget Kilimanjaro and its overwhelmingly 

positive effect on me, that has changed my perspective on life in general and I will be forever grateful 

for that. 

I will look at a blow by blow account on each day spent on the trek and also have some separate 

sections on porters/altitude sickness/water consumption etc etc, so let’s start with the day to day 

experience from when we left Dublin to when we came back!  

 

Have a sconce at this…………. 

http://www.7summits.com/
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Day to Day Account: 
Day 1 – Dublin to Tanzania – Sat Oct 6th 

 

Departure was a 7pm flight from Dublin, it would take just under 8 hrs to reach Addis Ababa airport 

with approximately a 5 hrs layover, that would be followed by a second flight to Kilimanjaro Airport. 

We arranged to meet with the group at approx. 4.30pm at the terminal in Dublin before the flight so 

as to get sorted with tickets and meet everyone. I left Limerick around mid-day and stopped for a 

coffee at Kildare village before getting to the airport. Parked in the long term car park (book online in 

advance and it’s fairly reasonable) – quick shuttle bus journey to the terminal then. 

I would have to recommend Ethiopian Airlines – very friendly, great service, food was pretty good and 

each seat has a separate display on the seat in front where you can watch movies – I watched 

Deadpool 2 and The Town on the way over – in-between napping and dozing off. Moving through the 

airport was also pretty fluid.  

Day 2 – Arrive in Tanzania – Sun Oct 7th 

 

As I mentioned above, there was a 5.5 hr stopover in Addis Ababa – not the most well-equipped airport 

in the world – very busy. There are numerous full body loungers around the terminal and if you were 

lucky enough to get one, then you could get a few hrs kip. We went for a coffee or 3, service is so laid 

back here – very easy going and you wouldn’t want to be in a rush for drink or food. Coffee was about 

4$ and a draft beer was about 6$. Several duty-free shops on the main strip and nothing very cheap, 

not a million miles away price wise from Ireland. We then took the flight from Addis and arrived after 

lunchtime in Kilimanjaro airport in Tanzania (time difference is 2 hours ahead of Irish time so jet lag is 

not really an issue). You had to have the form filled in already for Visa control (it costs 50$) -we 

managed to get ahead in the line as a group, but it was still pretty slow – they take a picture that gets 

place on a blank page of your passport and they also take your finger prints, again the process is very 

laid back and easy going. Everyone is very friendly. Then it’s a couple of hrs bus drive to Arusha and 

the Outpost Lodge. Everyone was nodding off on the bus – we stopped at a shop on the way for a pee 

break and to go to the shop. Diamox and its inherent diuretic effects were most definitely working. I 

started taking it Oct 7th and was pissing like a proverbial racehorse until I stopped taking it post summit 

day! I can only describe taking it is like having a kidney infection for a week, regular urge to pee. We 

got to our rooms, equivalent to a 3*** star in Ireland – twin room, mosquito net around both beds, it 

was clean and roomy. Grabbed a shower and met for dinner with the group around 6.30pm. Menu in 

the outpost has lots of variety– decided to play it safe and go with a pizza and water – didn’t drink 

alcohol. Other guys got a mix of different types of food, ranging from schnitzel to steak and in fairness 

it all looked excellent. Didn’t have time to use swimming pool, but it looked inviting. 2 guys from the 

group had birthdays on Oct 5th and 6th respectively – nice touch out of Earths Edge as they had 

organised a birthday cake for them (half each) -we sang happy birthday and ate cake. It was a 

thoughtful gesture and put everyone in good form for the journey that lay ahead.  

NB: Remember to use mosquito repellent at the very start from Kilimanjaro airport and for first couple 

of days – I didn’t get bitten once thank god but some of the guys did. 

 

 

 



 
 

Day 3 – Go from Arusha (Outpost Lodge) to Machame Gate – Mon Oct 8th 

 

Got up early enough – didn’t sleep great (Diamox) – went for grub– breakfast in the Outpost is fresh 

and plentiful– had toast, sausages, beans, fruit, pancakes, break, juice, coffee, fresh egg bar for fried 

and omelettes. 

     

 

We took the drive to Machame gate, stopping on the way at a local shop and pharmacy. I needed a 

Vicks inhaler and some tissue paper as I didn’t bring any. We parked outside the pharmacy and 

instantly several “sales people” came around the bus looking to sell hats/bracelets etc. We didn’t 

really want any. If you make eye contact, then they will persist in trying to make a sale. There was one 

guy, must have been around 50 and he really wanted me to but something, I politely told him I was 

ok. He then made me laugh with his logic – he said (paraphrasing): 

“ why can’t you buy something from me, I am a local artist, I am here selling to you so I don’t go out 

stealing, if you cannot support my art and buy something, then I will go back to stealing, my heart will 

then change and I didn’t want that, you don’t want that – so buy something from me “ 😊 😊 

I had to laugh but declined the offer to purchase anything. Machame gate was very cool, starting 

elevation is about 1800 metres (so I remember thinking this is the highest I’ve ever been at as 

Carrauntoohil is only just over 1k metres – so that was a cool start point) – you enter though large 

gates and see lots of other similar minded people about to undertake the Kilimanjaro experience. 

Place was buzzing – very multicultural – I loved it! There are several people outside the gate looking 

to sell you their wares, but they are not allowed inside the gates. We had to sign in officially to the 

mountain (similarly we had to sign out when the trek was over at Mweka Gate). They also had a packed 

lunch ready and waiting for us – really nice spread – it was like a school lunch, banana, biscuits, 

chocolate bar, queen cake, BBQ chicken – (I think it was chicken– very dry and like beef jerky in texture 

but got used to the taste and for a finish really liked it) we kicked off about 1.30pm. We met our guides, 

they introduced themselves and we set off……. (Pole Pole – very slow). Format would be to use a 

different main guide for each day of the trek.  



 
 

  
Machame Gate – getting ready to depart 

“Innocent” took us as our first guide, we trekked through the lush rainforest at a slow rate. In fairness, 

excitement was building – this was the start! We left at approx. 1.30pm and arrived at Machame camp 

at approx. 6.20pm. Weather was great on the trek, stopped for plenty of pee breaks and some snacks 

(remembering to always use hand sanitizer post going to loo) – I did note that it gets bright and dark 

in morning and evening very quickly in general on Kilimanjaro, not so much as gradual as it does in 

Ireland. When we arrived in camp, the tents were setup already – the number you were assigned is 

the number tent that you keep for the duration of the hike – myself and Eoin were number 12. 

Dinner was in the mess tent (largest tent) – Dinner on Monday consisted of: 

1. Popcorn – salty popcorn was excellent 

2. To drink you could have coffee/tea/water/hot coco 

3. Zucchini and cucumber soup with bread 

4. Spuds/beef stew (they call it beef sauce), spinach and coleslaw 

5. Fruit – melon  

It’s funny as all food groups ultimately end up on the same plate, and after a couple of days – this 

became the norm – after dinner we went to bed (fairly early 8.30pm) . It was my first time in a 

tent/sleeping bag so it was a bit mad experience wise – no electricity so you make do with the head 

torch light – it was snug for a 3 person tent, found the first night difficult to sleep on the mountain – 

got up for a couple of pee’s during the night – the sky was so clear and the stars were so bright – I 

remember thinking this is F&*king surreal. 

Day 4 – Move from Machame camp to Shira camp – Tues Oct 9th 

 

I woke early, just before 5am – I woke to the frightening sight of Eoin opposite me in the tent washing 

his armpits with a scented baby wipe – this was the point at which there was no turning back, I don’t 

think that image will ever leave me – its burnt in to my brain and I may need some counselling at some 

point just to be able to forget and sleep again (without nightmares). I remember waking up tired, but 

once I washed with the warm water basin and brushed my teeth, I felt electric – this really felt like day 

1 and it was real – I could sense the other guys were the same – this was the start of something special. 

Daylight started after 6am, it was very quick, like a switch turning on. Birds were chirping – seemed 

like 100’s of them bellowing in unison. It was also at the turn of daylight that we got our first real look 

at the mountain – unreal!! Today’s guide was Benjamin. 



 
 

 
First view of Kilimanjaro 

Everyone was chomping at the proverbial bit to get going! We had breakfast – it consisted of: 

coffee/porridge/pancakes/sausages /French toast/ mango/orange segments and some bread.  

 The porters and waiters (In particular Barrack who I 

think became everyone’s favourite quickly as he fed us 

incessantly) were so attentive, they wanted and knew 

who was eating and who was not and made sure to give 

us more food if they thought we needed it. The 

weather was amazing on Tuesday. Temp can vary, from 

just out of bed, it’s a little cold but by the time we left 

at 8.30am it was very warm -we filled out water 

bladders and bottles and we applied loads of sun cream 

–and Awwwwaaayyy we went! The porters sang us off 

and we joined in. The buzz was amazing, it really woke everyone up and we were mad for “road”! 

Also, to note, from this day on, there was a build-up of dust in your nose as the trek in general is dusty, 

it is a good idea to bring a nasal cleanser droplet yoke and use nightly. Also use the buff over your chin 

and nose can help when it gets noticeably windy/dusty. 

The terrain for most of Tuesday was stoney, a little arid and not too steep. We were however on a 

gradual ascent from the get go, you could see you were also visibly above the clouds and it felt 

immense. It felt like I was perched on natures ultimate pedestal, surveying all around me in grand 

splendour! We stopped for food at 10.50am and the lunch box that was provided contained:  boiled 

egg/sandwich/chocolate, chicken and an apple juice box.  I used the walking poles most days to walk, 

they are an invaluable piece of kit on this trek, you just got in to a rhythm, one foot in front of the 

other and using the walking poles as an extension of your arms, definitely takes pressure off the joints. 

We made Shira camp early enough @ 2.15 pm. We were now at 3750 metres elevation. 



 
 

  
Lunch Box                                                      Myself and Good Luck 

I remember feeling a little tired in general, a few people were feeling altitude effects but nothing gross. 

Shira camp was really warm, must have been close to mid-20’s or slightly higher. There was 

coffee/popcorn and warm water for washing ready for us and it was gratefully received. After the 

popcorn, there was an option to go a hundred or so metres additionally to see where the Shira caves 

were and to go to another view point. About half the group wanted to go (me included) and the rest 

of the guys took a well-earned rest. It was a short walk from camp. The Shira caves were used 20/30 

years ago to sleep under and to cook in– the ground inside is still black with charcoal and ashen in 

colour. I viewed this additional short walk as an opportunity for a little extra acclimatization time at 

this altitude. From the top of Shira cave, you could see all the volcanic deposits from the last eruption 

(volcano is now dormant) – I cannot do the history of this justice, so here is a very useful link if you 

are interested in more about the mountain: https://www.thomsontreks.com/blog/kilimanjaro-

volcano-history/ . Some pics are below: 

  
Prohibiting Camping Sign                                                 Shira Caves 

https://www.thomsontreks.com/blog/kilimanjaro-volcano-history/
https://www.thomsontreks.com/blog/kilimanjaro-volcano-history/


 
 

 
Above the Clouds 

Dinnertime was about 6pm – we had the following: 

1. Pumpkin and Ginger soup 

2. Rice and beef stew (had seconds) 

3. Salad 

4. Pineapple 

5. Tomatoes - very sweet (fruit and veg in general was very sweet and plump) 

6. Coffee and water 

We asked for the chefs to come in after dinner, so we could thank them for what they had prepared 

for us. We asked their names and then we introduced ourselves individually, then we challenged the 

cooks to remember our names, in fairness I think they got 12/18 correct at first go – like I said they 

are very attentive people and very little escapes their attention!  

Ok, no way to really sugar coat this next bit! 

It was on this day that I experienced quite violent farting – I mean like really loud and let’s just say it 

didn’t smell like roses! Apparently a side affect from altitude sickness can be flatulence – details here: 

https://gypsyintheme.com/blog/2014/1/14/high-altitude-flatulence-expulsion-hafe-mountain-

dwellers-really-do-fart-more- . It got so bad, that I literally had to hang my ass out of the tent and fart 

in to the evening air for like an hour, it was very funny at the time, but my ass was getting cold from 

being half in and half out of the tent! I also think that through the process of elimination, that the hot 

sauce in the mess tent didn’t agree with me. It got to a stage on subsequent days when I asked 

someone to “pass the sauce”, then everyone in the group including the porters said “NO F*&king way” 

would they give it to me 😊. Luckily the ass gas effect passed. We hit the hay just after 8pm – solid 

tired!  

 

 

 

https://gypsyintheme.com/blog/2014/1/14/high-altitude-flatulence-expulsion-hafe-mountain-dwellers-really-do-fart-more-
https://gypsyintheme.com/blog/2014/1/14/high-altitude-flatulence-expulsion-hafe-mountain-dwellers-really-do-fart-more-


 
 

Day 5 – Move from Shira Camp to Barranco Camp – Wed Oct 10th 
Woke at 3am to go for a whizz, was too tired to get dressed so I nipped outside in my jocks, peeing 

and looking at the stars and their clarity was ridiculous. Then woke early around 5am and got up, had 

a bad night’s sleep in general – what with the gas and still getting used to sleeping on the ground. 

 Today we were to leave Shira camp, climb to Lava 

Tower at an elevation of 4600 metres then make 

camp at Barranco camp with elevation at 3950 

metres – this is all to do with climb high and camp 

low to aid acclimatization. Today’s guide was 

Jordan. Tuesday night was a bit cold, like -3 

degrees but felt considerably colder.  “Good Luck” 

popped his head in to the breakfast tent and asked 

how we slept, we said it was a bit cold last night, 

he said he didn’t sleep great either…. “it was too 

warm” for him, found that very funny! Good Luck 

is a funny guy, he has a very Irish sense of humour 

in my opinion. 

Breakfast consisted of: 

1. Porridge (added peanut butter and sugar) 

2. Sausages 

3. Pancakes 

4. Bageer (dry deep friend donut type thingie) 

The send-off by the porters dancing for us again was unreal, we all joined in – felt great after it – I was 

busting moves and my hips like a man half my age – Fa Real!!! The trail once we got started was 

gravelly and fairly rocky. We arrived at lava tower around 2pm - today we were to get a hot lunch on 

arrival!!! We were all starving by the time we made Lava Tower – some pics below: 

  

   



 
 

    The hot lunch consisted of: 

1. Toasted tuna and peanut butter sandwich (I know, sounds rank right?? ..but actually was 

very tasty! – I had 2 halfs) 

2. Chicken stew soup 

3. Coffee 

4. Chicken and potatoe Stew 

5. Melon 

We then left Lava Tower around 3pm with 

full bellies. We kept going to Barranco 

camp and arrived at approx 6.05 pm, now 

at 3950 metres elevation. Noted that 

between Lava and Barranco, the cloud 

cover and formation moved very quickly 

to the eye, never seen anything like it – 

amazing. Most people in the group 

experienced an intense tingling sensation 

in our fingertips, (pins and needles times 

a factor of 100) must have been the drop 

down in altitude and the diamox effect. 

Dinner was then at 6.30pm, so after a 

quick wash, we had dinner. I could sense 

that everyone knew we were well on the 

way to the road to summit night and 

excitement was sneaking in.   

Dinner consisted of the below: 

1. Popcorn 

2. Coffee 

3. Zuchinni soup 

4. Mac and cheese pasta 

5. Mixed vegetables 

6. Beef mince stew 

7. Oranges and melon 

Went to bed after 8pm – slept a little better that night but not great! 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 
 

Day 6 – Move from Barranco Camp to Karanga Camp – Thurs Oct 11th 
Today’s guide was Joseph. I was awake since around 5am that morning. Today’s challenge was the 

Barranco Wall – I was very much looking forward to this and it didn’t disappoint. Some pics are below. 

The second last pic below is one of my favourite – it’s of Martin who was in the group that evening – 

fantastic guy with a great sense of humour – that picture had Martin looking how we all felt – a bit 

tired 😊 but absolutely no one was complaining! Breakfast consisted of: 

1. Porridge with coco powder and sugar stirred in 

2. Sausages (sausages in general are not like Irish sausages and taste “Hot doggy” in flavour) 

3. Fried toast 

4. Pancakes 

5. Cake (like a donut – kinda sweet) 

We left for the wall at 8am, we didn’t have a dance from the porters this mountain, we started a little 

earlier so as to beat the rush from other groups up the wall. The route in general was ok. There is a 

short walk to start of the wall, then the first third was a bit of scramble and it got much easier after 

that, you have to pull yourself up in places, very zig zaggy in nature. The terrain along the wall path 

itself could be described as stiff and exposed, the weather was cracking – very hot. You pass what’s 

called the Kissing stone on the way up – kiss it for good luck – I more or less shifted it (very Irish 

expression)!  The view from the top of the wall was breath-taking – pics below: 

The path to the top of the wall can be narrow in places and hard to overtake in general. Barranco wall 

(bar summit night) was my easily my favourite experience (remembering that I’m not great with 

heights), a little bit challenging and what stunning views – really loved it – would have gone back down 

and up it again if they would have let me! We had tea and nuts and raisins at the top and everyone 

was in great spirits. – some nice shots below of the top of the wall and Karanga Camp (which is about 

2.5 hrs hike from Barranco wall top). The trek to Karanga camp itself was undulating, lots of up and 

downs, quite gravely and a little slippy – walking poles are essential. We had lunch at Karanga at 

approx. 2pm. It consisted of: 

1. Spicy zucchini soup 

2. Chips – I know, W.F.T. – really tasted like homemade chips – unreal – could have done with 

Vinegar!! 

3. Salad, chicken on the bone with some like sweet and sour sauce 

4. Mango /avocado/cucumber salad 

5. Pineapple slices and coffee 

   



 
 

  

 

   
Martin rocking the just out of bed look                              Barranco Wall success 



 
 

For the afternoon, I played 45 in cards with Eoin and Archie (and we tried to tech Dave how to play) – 

very cool. I noticed myself while playing cards, feeling a little bit disorientated – felt like I had drank 

4/5 pints – the other lads were the same – kind of forgetful but still felt great – weather was hot, views 

were spectacular – it was an incredible unique experience! The views were an ocean of clouds to the 

front of us and a crystal-clear image of Kilimanjaro to the back of us! We were informed that the 

sunset after 6pm at Karanga camp was world class – it did not disappoint, and we literally waited for 

it with anticipation– images are below. Dinner was about 7pm and it consisted of: 

1. Brown rice 

2. Beef stew with veg 

3. Mixed veg and string beans – nice and crunchy 

4. Spinach 

5. Fruit – plenty of it – I had second portions as usual 

6. Carrot soup with bread 

 
Card Sharks: 

 

 
Spectacular Sunset 



 
 

 
Always the poser, top or Barranco Wall with Kilimanjaro in the backdrop😊 

 

 

 
Silhouette Group shot near sunset 



 
 

 
Grasping the last rays of light  

The chefs came in again after dinner and we thanked them, in particular for the chips we had earlier 

in the day – they sang a song in Swahili for us and then Steven sang a Dublin northside/southside rap.  

Where else would ya get it but the top of Kilimanjaro! 

 

Day 7 – Move from Karanga Camp to Kosovo Camp – Friday Oct 12th 
Summit Day – the day we have been building toward all week. We rose early, after 5am, had 

breakfast which consisted of: 

1. Porridge with strawberry jam 

2. Pancakes 

3. Donuts 

4. Sausages 

5. Omelettes with cheese and herbs 

6. Mango 

7. Coffee 

You could see the lights of Moshi town after the clouds had cleared and pre-the sunrise– there was 

also a spectacular view of Kilimanjaro once daylight began. We left Karanga at 8.30am and made our 

way to Kosovo camp to rest up at an elevation of 4,800 metres and quietly began to contemplate that 

our summit prep would begin at midnight that night. The drunk sensation we experienced on Thurs 

eve had gone, we were acclimatized. It was very warm during the morning hike – must have been 

close to 30 degrees! Distance wise is approx. 5km to travel from Karanga to Kosovo with a pit stop at 

Barafu which was approx. 4km along the way for a whizz – Barranco seems like a very busy camp.  We 

arrived at Kosovo approx. 2.30pm. The trek there was very slow – pole pole, about 1km per hr, slow 

and steady wins the day. It started snowing lightly between Barafu and Kosovo – only time in the trek 

where we put on wet pants and jacket! Terrain was mountainy and barren, everyone was a little tired. 

Not many tour operators use Kosovo as their camp pre the summit attempt, as you need a special 

licence and a group larger than 10. Earths Edge use Kosovo Camp – benefits are that its quieter and 

you have 1km less to travel on summit night – it makes excellent sense!  (also, the 1km from Barafu 

to Kosovo is hilly and could be slippy in wet weather, we didn’t fancy doing this in darkness setting off 

at midnight!). The views from Kosovo camp are also excellent – similar in that you can see Moshi city 

in one direction and Kilimanjaro in the other!  



 
 

Lunch at Kosovo camp consisted of: 

1. The now infamous tuna and peanut butter toasted sandwich! 

2. Celery soup 

3. Cake (kind of ) 

4. Chicken pieces 

5. Egg 

6. Banana Fritter (delicious – I had 3!) 

7. Potato fritter 

8. Diced Veg 

9. Fruit 

I rested after lunch, I had a couple of killer headaches (like tension headaches at the crown of my 

head) which I got rid of with extra water, 2 Panadol and 2 nurofen – headache then passed in a couple 

of hrs. I didn’t sleep before dinner. Dinner was at 6.30pm – It consisted of: 

1. Zucchini soup 

2. Spaghetti pasta and beef and veg stew 

3. Sweet banana bread – delicious, had seconds 

4. Fruit – pineapple and melon 

 

It was cold in Kosovo camp that 

evening –approx. minus 6 degrees 

approaching midnight. I got up just 

before 11pm, had some coffee and 

biscuits and chocolate in the mess tent 

and started to mentally prepare myself 

for the night that would lay ahead. As 

temperatures can drop fairly low, you 

need to insulate the bladder line (of 

course no one had insulating tape) – so 

on the advice of the porters, we used our trekking socks and tape!! Did the trick…...more or less! 

Everyone was looking for the correct formula of what to wear that night and you could sense people 

felt a little unsure or tentative – For a finish and after discussing with a few of the guys, I wore the 

following on Summit night: 

1. Liner socks with merino socks over them 

2. Hiking Boots 

3. Thermal long pants 

4. Lined trekking pants over that 

5. 2 x long sleeve thermal tops 

6. Mid weight fleece over that 

7. Large down jacket over that 

8. Liner gloves 

9. Thicker heavy gloves over that 

10. Thicker buff for neck 

11. Warm outside winter hat (fleece lined and woolly outside) 

12. Packed 3 litres of water and snacks that I had readily available, jellies mainly 



 
 

13. Tunes ready on my music yoke and got ready to jack myself in – fully focused! 

With regard music, I think it’s a good idea for summit night. I remember when I turned it on before I 

left – the song that played first was Macklemore and Ryan Lewis’s Wings which the main tune consists 

of the lyrics  “ this was the “best day of my life” – link here: 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=70jelrCouqM . I thought this was a good omen – I was prepped 

and ready to go! 

 

 

Day 8 – The BIG one – Go from Kosovo Camp to the Summit Uhuru Peak to 

Millennium Camp -Sat Oct 13th (Midnight start) 

 

Day 7 melted in to Day 8 as we transitioned past midnight - as I mentioned above, we went to the 

mess tent and had a final coffee, chocolate and some biscuits before departing. We then left @ 

approx. midnight.  

 
Setting off for the Summit 

It was weird starting hiking in the dark – there was nothing to be seen other than the lights of the head 

lamps for our motley crew and at least a couple of hundred other daredevils all eager to summit in 

their respective groups. The night was clean, it was a bit cold but not excessively so. The pace was pole 

pole with breaks, must have equated to less than 1 km per hour – we were concentrating on our pace 

….one foot in front of the other methodically. I felt great – tunes in my ear, bit of a hop in my step, I 

couldn’t wait to get to the top. A few of the guys were not feeling 100% and literally everyone who 

was feeling ok helped each other, it really was a team effort. The porters were looking out for us all 

and Josie and James were 110% alert and looking to assist and motivate when required. They were 

vital on summit night, always alert and helping anyone who needed it. The porters also took the back 

packs from anyone who was feeling any ill effects! I remember thinking, we WILL all make it to the top 

– my confidence was high.  My water bladder line to the main fill water supply froze a bit at times 

(trick is to blow back in to it also to clear ice in main tube and then suck hard!) so it was like drinking 

a flavourless slushy at some points. The sun started to rise around 6am and it was spectacular – we 

began to feel the warmth of the rising sun take away the chill of the dark night.  Pics below: 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=70jelrCouqM


 
 

 
Sunrise approaching Stella Point 

We arrived at Stella point (which is only about 100m from top) around 7am, everyone was elated and 

hugging, we knew were nearly there, the hard part was over. We had ginger tea and there were raisins 

as well for a bit of energy. We left Stella and made the move to Uhuru peak, it took over 35 mins (mad 

time to cover such a small distance as 100m)– pole pole. Sun was very warm- I took off my outer 

gloves, down jacket and wet pants and stowed them in my day pack–it’s important to have your sun 

glasses on at this point as it can be blindingly bright and the UV effect at this altitude would affect you 

more than it would at normal altitude. 

 

 We all trickled our way to the top in groups (myself Eoin and Eimear were in a subgroup) and touched 

the famous sign – we had made it – people were emotional, hugging, we had all just realised that we 

had made it. All those months of training, the long week’s trekking…. this was it – on top of the world 

(well Africa at least).  We took group and individual pics.  

We left Uhuru point around 8.30am – there were loads of porters and they offered a normal way 

down or a “fast” way down – I went with Benjamin and I was feeling “fanbloodytastic”! so I asked for 

a fast way down – so we ran/slid from Uhuru Peak for 5kms to Kosovo camp – it was exhilarating – 

took 57 mins exactly – the slopes were like ski slopes, Benjamin showed me how to dig in my heels, 

angle feet slightly and then “trust my boots” – such good fun, like skiing without skis! – Happy enough 

with my Uhuru peak to Kosovo camp time of 57 mins. It was very dusty, so I just put buff over my nose 

and belted on. Made camp at 9.27am and enjoyed a mug of OJ on a seat looking at the peaks around 

me. Pics below: 



 
 

 
Me (Posing 😊 and proud) 

 
Summit Group photo with everyone & Porters 

 

 

Bonus Picture – as we were getting ready to leave the summit – there was a streaker who wanted to 

take a little bit of a “different Picture” 😊  - made us all laugh: 



 
 

 
Random Streaker Guy 

Most people had a quick nap once back at camp, I slept for about 30 mins. We got up for lunch around 

2pm and it consisted of: 

1. Veg soup 

2. Pancakes 

3. Veg Pie (kind of like those Findus pancake thingies most Irish people of my age grew up with) 

4. Pineapple and lemons 

5. Toasted peanut butter and tuna sambo! 

6. Coffee 

We were all feeling tired, we then left after lunch for Millennium camp (Jordan Led us down) – arrived 

approx. 6pm and had dinner soon after: 

1. Carrot soup 

2. Rice and Beef stew 

3. Popcorn 

4. Melon and Oranges 

Note: Millennium camp is very very dusty, it’s literally everywhere. A Buff is very handy here.  

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 



 
 

Day 9 – Move from Millennium to Mweka Gate and then drive to Arusha – Sun 

Oct14th 
 

We woke early – it was just sinking in that we had achieved something special. The sunrise and 

backdrop of Kilimanjaro were unbelievable. We gave some gifts to the porters – I gave away my 

thermarest/hiking poles/gaiters to Fuso/Barack/Benjamin and the rest of the guys gave away various 

items also. We also gave the tip which would be distributed in a hierarchical system among the 

porters.  

 

We had our final breakfast on the mountain – it consisted of: 

1. Porridge 

2. Pancakes 

3. Yam 

4. Orange segments 

The porters sang for us one last time and then Steven produced the now social media viral rendition 

of the Rattlin Bog  (link here – I’m the chap with the red hat which I subsequently gave to Fuso - 

https://www.dublinlive.ie/news/lucan-man-rattlin-bog-kilimanjaro-15298951  )and Jimmy produced 

the catchiest mis mash of Singing in the Rain and aminated motions much to our delight and that of 

the porters. We thanked everyone for their support. 

We left Millennium camp at 8.30am and as we knew there was beer waiting at Mweka gate, we set 

off at a ferocious pace – it normally takes 5-6 hrs to get down but myself and Eoin and our guide Joseph 

made it there by 12 noon, so it took like 3.5 hrs! The first half of the distance (which is 10km in total 

from Millennium to Mweka gate) was downhill and rocky, bit sore on the knees, and then the second 

half more trail based and through rainforest). The sight of the gate was too good to be true. Below are 

pics of us at Millennium camp, the rainforest, myself and Eoin at the Mweka Gate and then the cheers 

for the beers pose! I nearly ate the bottle the beer came in, it tasted that good! 

 
Last group shot before leaving Millennium Camp 

https://www.dublinlive.ie/news/lucan-man-rattlin-bog-kilimanjaro-15298951


 
 

 
Rain forest on way to Mweka Gate: 

 
Myself and Eoin @ Mweka Camp 



 
 

 
Me, Eoin, RO and Josie – Cheers! 

We walked outside the gate to a cool place to eat which also had a gift shop, we ate and a few of the 

guys used a guitar to play tunes and sing songs – atmosphere was electric – everyone was on a high. 

We finished with a dance with the porters.  

  

Lunch consisted of:  

1. Potatoes 

2. Chicken 

3. Veg 

4. Melon 



 
 

5. Beer..beer….beer….beeeeeer 

We then drove back to outpost lodge. The craic was 90 on the bus, we stopped at the shop for a few 

essentials (Deodorant/razors) and snacks. The shower at the Outpost lodge was the best thing ever, 

you have to remember that we didn’t have a shower in like a week – it made the difference to 

everyone! We then had a fantastic celebratory dinner (buffet) which consisted of 

beef/chicken/chips/spicy Indian style curry and it was outstanding – the food in the outpost is general 

was very good! I like a good pint of Guinness at home, they do an African brew of the stout @ 6.5% 

strength – I had 2 and they well and truly went to my head – tasted like mother’s milk! We drank til 

around midnight, just chatting and having a laugh. 

 
6.5% Porter 

 

Day 10 – Safari & Maasi Village – Mon Oct 15th 

Work up early (5am)- showered again (wow).  Went down for breakfast which consisted of: 

1. Freshly fried eggs (you order them from the chef at the hot bar) 

2. Sausages 

3. Fruit 

4. Mango juice 

5. Beans 

6. Coffee 

7. Toast 

We left for safari at 8am – cool open top jeep which took 7 people plus driver. Our driver John was 

excellent – very knowledgeable – he lived for the wildlife, he is a second-generation ranger with his 

dad doing it before him. Before the safari, we stopped at a maasai village where we dressed up and 

danced with the tribe. Some interesting facts: 

1. Chief in residence in village 

2. Women do a lot of the jobs 

3. Chief could have 10 wives’ and 2/3 kids with each of them 

4. The reside in huts composed of Dung (hardened) 

5. Have no religion 

6. Women give birth at home 

7. Life expectancy is 95-100 yrs. old 

8. They eat beef, eggs, milk and some tree roots (veg roots) 



 
 

The safari (Tarangire National Park) was excellent – we saw Zebra/Wilder 

beast/Cheetah/Jackles/Giraffes/Elephants. Pics of the village and safari are below: 

 
Jeep for Safari 

 

Myself and the Maasi women 



 
 

 
Nelly @ the Safari 

   

Maasi Kids @ the Village & Local Tribe 

 

We got back to the Outpost about 5.30pm – had another quick shower and went to bar for pre-dinner 

drinks. We went to a local hotel bar and restaurant and while the food was good, the table service 

was at a snail’s pace– we all got back home around midnight. We were presented with our certificates 



 
 

of achievement for climbing Kilimanjaro and it was cool to receive in front of everyone – Josie did a 

great job as the compere for the “ceremony”. 

 

Day 11 – Leave for home – Tues Oct 16th 
Woke early, packed. Went for breakfast, was really hungry so ate my fill of: 

1. Fresh Omelette 

2. Beans 

3. Sausage 

4. Toast 

5. Coffee 

6. OJ 

7. Fruit 

We then went to the local market and bought some memorabilia with Good Luck, haggling is king here 

– stand firm and you can get a good price – go low and meet them somewhere in the median! Aisles 

of the markets are similar to cork city indoor market opposite grand parade. We left the Outpost lodge 

@ approx. 1pm, went to Kilimanjaro Airport, went through security and took our first flight approx. 

5pm. We got to Addis Ababa a few hrs later and had approx. 3 hrs to kill, we had a snack and some 

pints and chatted about the trip and recalled some funny stories. The Addis Ababa to Stockholm flight 

was over 7 hrs. I snoozed for most of it. We had a 3-hr layover in Stockholm and then a 3-hr flight back 

to Dublin. Arrived just before noon in Dublin. Drove home and made it there just after 2pm. Spent 

Wednesday eating junk and snoozing. Slept 10 hrs that night, spent Thurs snoozing and did a 15km 

jog (still have that small matter of the Dublin City Marathon on the 28th Oct) followed by a good night’s 

sleep. Back to normality and work on the Friday! Ran again Sat and the Sunday. What an adventure!!!! 

Porters: 
These are the guys who met us Day 1, carried up our gear, had the tents ready when we got to the 

various camps and the guys who fed us incessantly. They were the people who sang us off each 

morning when we were tired. The guys who kept us motivated and supported us all along this journey 

and especially on summit night. We knew all their names, they knew ours. These guys made the trip 

as good as it could be. So much so, I’ve decided I want to adopt at least 6 of them. I’ve just sent 

Angelina and Madonna a Facebook request to see if they know any short cuts to circumvent the 

lengthy adoption process……. surprisingly my friendship request hasn’t been accepted yet.! 

I spent the week chatting to as many of them as I could. They all seem really happy working on the 

mountain and I get the impression that they get paid more there than in a normal job in Tanzania off 

the mountain (average salary could be 5-8 $ per day off the mountain). The time served on the 

mountain from the guys I spoke to (Barack, Joseph, Innocent, Good Luck, /Benjamin, Fuso, Jordan…. 

yes, they are all their actual names) varied from a couple of years to 10 + years.  

Fuso in particular was great, an amazing human being - he was the frontline singer for the chants and 

very very supportive person on summit night. When I first met him, he was wearing a Leinster Jersey 

and I gave him my Waterford Athletics woolly hat when we were leaving, I’d suspect he would be late 

40’s/early 50’s and has spent his life on the mountain. If you are doing Kilimanjaro and you get Fuso 

for your group, then you are in for a special time. 



 
 

Most porters work on the mountain until their Mid 40’s and indeed there are still some currently 

working in their mid-50’s and even 60’s. These are wonderful human beings, caring, attentive, 

supportive and they really want everyone to succeed in summiting Kilimanjaro! Most seem to work 

the High seasons on the mountain and don’t work the off season (assuming they earn enough money 

in the High months that enables them to spend time with friends/family when off). High season can 

be Jan to March and June to Oct – these are the main trekking seasons. 

There is a hierarchical system in place and they are paid pro rata, starting off as a porter and then with 

training working up to guide, with the guides getting a larger wage/portion of the tips (its 

recommended that you give 170$ tip per person that’s then distributed among the porters – I gave in 

excess of the recommended figure and probably should have given more again – they really were that 

good!. They all spoke positively about Earths Edge and I probed just enough to be confident they really 

meant it – it seems legit. Earths Edge have a strong connection with the porters in Kilimanjaro in 

general, I could see that at the airport where they took over loads of full duffle bags packed to the 

brim with second hand clothes and gear that they would give to the porters when we got there. Since 

2015, Earths Edge have been a member of KPAP – Kilimanjaro porter assistance program and are 

frontline activists for porter rights on Kilimanjaro (lots of other tour operators cannot boast the same, 

and unfortunately porters can be taken advantage of as a result!). More details can be found here: 

https://www.earths-edge.com/news/kilimanjaro-porters/ . 

 

 

 

 

Water Consumption: 
Its recommended that you drink loads of water during the trek as it helps with Altitude sickness, so I 

kept a log per day as I typically don’t drink a lot of water in general– I think I did ok, but the 

recommended intake is 3 to 4 litres per day as an average: 

Monday:          2.5  litres 

Tuesday:          3 litres 

Wednesday:    2.5 litres 

Thursday:         3.5 litres 

Friday:               5 litres (as I had headache, I drank more that day and it was Summit day) 

Saturday:          2 litres 

Sunday:             2 litres…plus a lot of beer (think that counts) 😊  

Monday:           Beer…. 😉 😉 

Tuesday:           Beer…. 😊 😉 

Altitude Sickness 
As I mentioned previously its recommended to take Diamox to help with altitude sickness. I tool it, 

125mg twice a day (its basically half a tablet as they come 250mg hard tablet form as standard– more 

details here: https://www.bmj.com/content/361/bmj.k2153 . Main side effect is it makes you pee……. 

like a lot and you can get tingly sensation in your fingers! I’d like to think it worked. All in all, bar a 

couple of headaches on the Friday before summit day, I felt great, feeling the best I ever have on a 

https://www.earths-edge.com/news/kilimanjaro-porters/
https://www.bmj.com/content/361/bmj.k2153


 
 

trek on the summit night, I never felt as good, raring to go. I kept a log of each day and whether or not 

I got any Altitude Sickness effects – in general I got away ok with it I think: 

Monday – very slight headache early in day , could have been lack of sleep, took 2 Panadol and 

vanished instantly 

Tuesday – felt a bit light headed for about 30 mins as we grew in altitude, again 2 min start of 

headache, hit it with 2 Panadol and instantly ok (could have been caffeine loss/drank no milk 

flushing system)~ 

Wednesday eve – intense tingling in finger tips – side effect of Diamox ,several other of the lads had 

the same, passed quickly 

Thurs – after we made camp 4K+ metres felt like I have like 5 pints and a lot of us noted 

forgetfulness whilst playing cards (45)  - it was actually quite funny and we had to keep written score 

of who won what – it lasted approx. 2 hrs - also noticed a slight drop in appetite at dinner that eve, 

then woke up Friday morning fully acclimatized  

Friday – 2 killer headaches in the afternoon, needed 2 Panadol, followed by 2 later on , plus 1 anti-

inflammatory – it went away then 

Summit night – never felt so good, full of energy, slight shortness of breath when using water 

bladder, but felt absolutely amazing other than that 

Saturday – no issues – felt fantastic 

 

Phantom Snorer 
All during the week, we heard and had tales of 

someone snoring voraciously, something akin to a 

massy Ferguson tractor – we all had individual 

suspicions as to who the culprit was and Josie and a 

couple of others were fairly sure they knew who it 

was – there was a big reveal on the last night (Aoife 

ratted him out 😊 ) – turns out it was Padraic – it was 

funny in hindsight, never have I heard snoring 

veracity like his! Fair play to Padraic, he was excellent 

craic throughout the expedition. We are pretty sure 

he was to thank for scaring away any local wildlife 

from the tents during the night time as they would 

have obviously been scared shittless at the sound of 

his snoring 😉 ) 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 
 

Trees & Shrubs 
Some amazingly striking plants and trees in Tanzania – took a few shots below – the trees are haunting 

and have imposing stature and they are very individual. There is a purple tree that is everywhere in 

Tanzania – its seasonal and in October it is in bloom – the porters called it the Christmas tree. In the 

hustle and bustle of Arusha , it’s very common -it gives a soft gentle touch to an otherwise urban 

landscape (googled it and it’s called Jacarandas  - it’s not indigenous to Africa and actually originated 

in Brazil! – Pic below) 

 

The trees are all so individual, on the general landscape as you drive to and from ARUSHA, especially 

in the Safari park. Some shots below 

    



 
 

      

There are a couple of shots of the pink and orange flower above. The porters told me both are 

indigenous to Tanzania which is kind of cool – if you’re not here then you will never see them in 

“person” – the pink flower is called Impatients Pseudori and the Orange flower is called Impatients 

Kilimanjari (or what the locals call Elephant Trunk – see the side profile shot which looks like an 

elephant trunk!) 

 

Andy’s Tips for anyone thinking of booking Kilimanjaro 

 

This was my first time doing a trek like this, my first time in a tent and my first time in a sleeping bag 

on the ground. While I got some things right with packing, I also got some things incorrect – below is 

a list of what I would now recommend in hindsight to anyone thinking about doing Kilimanjaro: 

1. Buy a water bladder, bar freezing on summit night, was excellent - make sure it has a lid as it 

will get dusty otherwise – I used platypus and while it was good they can be overpriced and 

don’t come with a lid as standard (so you have to buy it separately!). Water bladder takes 2 

litres, they have 2 X 1 litre Nalgene’s and that should be loads 

2. Bring plenty of snacks for each day, nuts and jellies, bars that sort of thing, keep your 

favourites for summit night, everyone shares their snacks also which is cool 

3. In case your check in luggage gets delayed or lost in transit, have a full set of gear on you/in 

your carry-on bag. E.g. I wore light trek pants on plane along with my actual hiking boots. I 

brought a set of t-shirts/jocks/socks/rain jacket and pants on the plane with me 

4. Drink water, try and take your most consumption wise the day before the night of the 

summit attempt – I think the hydration helps 

5. Ok this next one is for someone if you’re like me (i.e. never slept in tent/sleeping bag before) 

– practise at home/out the back before the trip to get used to it – trust me, it will help – it 



 
 

was a bit of a culture shock for me on the first night! But was great after initial baptism of 

fire 

6. Bring your own pillow if possible (or borrow a couple from the plane journeys) – sleeping 

well is key – I didn’t sleep much but would imagine more sleep is better than less sleep 

7. Most camps are on a slope, you are provided with a sleeping matt and most people bought a 

blow up thermarest thingie – place thermarest thing under matt and place sleeping bag on 

the matt – this helps with the sliding (thanks Doc for this piece of investigative engineering) 

8. Hygiene is important to keeping well, Diamox makes you pee a lot, use hand sanitizer liquid 

whenever you can – I think 150ml is plenty for entire trip – that’s 3 X 50ml small bottles – 

ideal quantity. 

9. You have to use SPF lip balm, lips will dry out and crack at altitude/higher temperature – also 

bring a small tub of Vaseline  - can use this on lips and also use at sides of nose, this area 

gets dry and lots of us experienced this – also factor 30/50 sun cream is perfect – you will 

use a lot of this, in particular if going in hot months  (we went start of October) 

10. Bring 3 or 4 light buffs, very handy to cover head and neck as well as using as a dust mask – 

these are vital to bring, easy to wash and dry also as light (mountain is dusty, safari is dusty, 

Arusha is smoggy so very handy here) 

11. Take Diamox , from research and personal effect it’s worth taking – wouldn’t it be a killer to 

not take it, then not make it up the mountain and then there would be a niggling feeling 

“maybe if I took a recommended drug, then maybe I’d have made it?” 

12. Didn’t get any mosquito bites, I used a 99% deet based spray which I can recommend – I also 

took Vitamin B and Garlic supplements for a month before I went – they can’t hurt as they 

have other health benefits also 

13. Bring like a tube of berocca or electrolytes with caffeine, or those type of Vitamin C 

effervescent drinks – give you a pep when you need it! 

14. I did a lot of research on who to do Killi with -for me Earths edge came out on top, social 

media presence and people I knew who used them - reviews are positive. I have to concur – 

If I do Elbrus next year – I will definitely use Earths Edge – I see no reason to try someone 

else when I have experienced their formula first hand and it works! 

15. A deck of cards! Or some old school form of entertainment 

16. Charge pack for your phone and head torch 

 

 

Useful Phrases/Songs for Kilimanjaro Trek: 

Karibu – Come in/Welcome 

Pole Pole – Slowly Slowly 

Habari – How are you? 

Asante Sana – Thank you very much 

Simba – Lion 

Awwwaaaayyyyyy – (say it loud and elongate the phrase)  just something we would chart in unison 

when someone started it – apparently it was the Irish group that were on the mountain a couple of 

weeks before us that started it and it stuck , very funny! 

Ugali – a thick maize based porridge the porters love to eat, it’s usually eaten with “Beef Sauce” 

(what we would cause beef stew in Ireland) 

ABS – Always be Sippin (Important to keep drinking on the mountain to prevent Altitude Sickness) 

Sippy Sippy – another phrase to remind all to keep drinking water 



 
 

Washy Washy – Every morning, you would get a small basin of hot water, was amazing and would 

use it for “Washy Washy” 

Jambo -Hello 

Chants: “One Team, One Family, More water, More coffee” – whereby each part is said by a porter 

and then repeated by the group! 

“Notorious” Just chanted like that 

Jambo Bwana – Kilimanjaro song – Really catchy – Youtube link here: 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4m4qbW3Vibw  and words here - http://kilimanjarosong.com/ 

knowing this in advance of trek will make you a firm favourite with the porters 😊 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4m4qbW3Vibw
http://kilimanjarosong.com/


 
 

Machame 7 Day Route Map 
Map below of the Machame Gate route 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 
 

The A - Team: 
What can I say!!! I’m speechless (which if you know me is no mean feat to shut me up 😊 ). 

Eoin/Clodagh/Archie/Padraic/Martin/Alan/Jimmy/Aoife/Eimear/Donna/Ro/Steve/John 

Mac/Davey/Sarah/Josie and James R are all spectacular people! Some pics below of the trip leader 

and doctor - Josie M and James R and also some team shots. 

  
Myself and Josie                                                     The Doc and Mrs Robinson 

 

 

Certs Galore: Back left to right/middle left to right and then front left to right: James, Good Luck, 

Andy, Padraic, Clodagh, John, Jimmy, Alan, Josie, RO, Steven, Davey, Eoin, Walter, Archie, Martin, 

Eimear, Donna, Aoife and Sarah  

The groups age spread was from 25 yrs. to 53 yrs. The delta in ages made no difference whatsoever, 

we were just a group of likeminded people on a mission. Thoroughly professional human beings! 

 



 
 

I must single out 2 people who showed nothing short of Super Human powers throughout the course 

of the week and in reaching the Summit. You know who you are.! The first chap, got a bad tummy bug 

and was sick from day 1 – I’ll be the first to admit, I genuinely thought, that was it for him (in fairness 

this was before I got to know him better and knowing what I know now, then I would have known this 

would not deter him from the task at hand!)– I thought he would be going back down the mountain. 

But NO waaaaay Jose! He toughed it out, did all the trekking, recovered a couple of days later and 

finished with herculean strength of character and mind. A thorough pleasure to get to know him! 

The second was one tough cookie. She has asthma and found it tough going at times. Summit night 

was a little tougher for her, but the resilience and massive balls it took to keep going literally took my 

breath away – we finished as a team and her achievement along with the other chap stands out to me 

as easily being the highlight of the trip. 

 I think through their relative “suffering” put everything in perspective for the rest of us and made us 

all stronger both individually and collectively! 

Also, a big shout out to Dave and Sarah (Oct 21st). These 2 guys went on to Zanzibar for a few days 

downtime after they left us at the outpost lodge – I just found out that they got engaged there, which 

is fantastic news! Wishing them both a lifetime of good fortune and happy memories. 

 Dave, might I suggest having the Stag in Africa? 😊. 

Why Earths Edge? 
I’ve never used a different tour provider. I now feel that I don’t have to. Earths Edge ticked all the 

boxes for me. Why Earths Edge? 

1. Very well organised trip 

2. Excellent leader and doctor 

3. Excellent food 

4. Felt safe the whole trip 

5. They have an excellent relationship with the porter community 

6. Its supporting Ireland based company– they are 100% Irish owned 

7. Its fully licenced and bonded! 

8. Their prep was fantastic, and they also answered any queries I had pre and during trip very 

fast and efficiently, so I was confident is leaving for this trip 

9. Environmentally conscious – leave no trace philosophy! 

 

Ok …that’s it. Adventure over. I hope this blog will be of benefit to anyone thinking of doing 

Kilimanjaro! My advice is …. don’t procrastinate – just pay the deposit to cement your direction and 

determination and then worry about the little things after!  

Booooom, Hiyo Ni Stori! 

Slainte, 

Andy Nolan 


